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and be accountable for staying clean.
Many times a Criminal Attorney will try to work out a deal with the court 
to allow your child or loved one to seek treatment as an alternative to 
jail. I know how overwhelming this period can be for you and I urge 
every parent or relative of an addict to get some help for yourself. There 
are many groups that can help you. There is Al-Anon, Alateen (for 
teenagers), Families Anonymous, Nar-Anon and more. This is a disease 
that affects the whole family, not just the parents.
Addiction knows no race or religion; it affects the wealthy as well as the 
poor, the highly educated, old, young-IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE.
This magazine is dedicated to my son Steven who graduated with 
top honors from University of Central Florida. He graduated with 
a degree in Psychology, and was going for his Masters in Applied 
Behavioral Therapy. He was a highly intelligent, sensitive young man 
who helped many people get their lives on the right course. He could 
have accomplished whatever he set his mind out to do. Unfortunately, 
after graduating from college he tried a drug that was offered to him not 
realizing how addictive it was and the power it would have over him.
My son was 7 months clean when he relapsed and died of a drug 
overdose. I hope this magazine helps you find the right treatment for 
your loved one. They have a disease and like all diseases, you try to find 
the best care suited for their needs. They need help.
Deaths from prescription drug overdose have been called the “silent 
epidemic” for years. There is approximately one American dying every 
17 minutes from an accidental prescription drug overdose. Please don’t 
allow your loved one to become a statistic. I hope you have found this 
magazine helpful. 
We are on Face Book at www.facebook.com/TheSoberWorld/ or 
Twitter at www.twitter.com/thesoberworld, and
LinkedIn at www.linkedin.com/in/patricia-rosen-95521051/ or  
www.linkedin.com/groups/6694001/
Website: www.thesoberworld.com
Sincerely,

Patricia 
Publisher
Patricia@TheSoberWorld.com

Dear Readers, 
I welcome you to The Sober World magazine. The Sober World is an 
informative award winning global magazine that’s designed to help 
parents and families who have loved ones struggling with addiction. We 
are a FREE online e-magazine reaching people globally in their search 
for information about Drug and Alcohol Abuse.
Our monthly magazine is available for free on our website at  
www.thesoberworld.com or you can have it come to your inbox each 
month by signing up on our website.
Drug addiction has reached epidemic proportions throughout the country 
and is steadily increasing. It is being described as “the biggest man- 
made epidemic” in the United States. More people are dying from drug 
overdoses than from any other cause of injury death, including traffic 
accidents, falls or guns.
Many Petty thefts are drug related, as the addicts need for drugs causes 
them to take desperate measures in order to have the ability to buy their 
drugs. The availability of prescription narcotics is overwhelming; as 
parents our hands are tied.
Purdue Pharma, the company that manufactures Oxycontin generated 
$3.1 BILLION in revenue in 2010? Scary isn’t it?
Addiction is a disease but there is a terrible stigma attached to it. As 
family members affected by this disease, we are often too ashamed to 
speak to anyone about our loved ones addiction, feeling that we will be 
judged. We try to pass it off as a passing phase in their lives, and some 
people hide their head in the sand until it becomes very apparent such 
as through an arrest, getting thrown out of school or even worse an 
overdose, that we realize the true extent of their addiction.
If you are experiencing any of the above, this may be your opportunity to 
save your child or loved one’s life. They are more apt to listen to you now 
than they were before, when whatever you said may have fallen on deaf 
ears. This is the point where you know your loved one needs help, but 
you don’t know where to begin.
I have compiled this informative magazine to try to take that fear and 
anxiety away from you and let you know there are many options to 
choose from.
There are Psychologists and Psychiatrists that specialize in treating 
people with addictions. There are Education Consultants that will work 
with you to figure out what your loved ones needs are and come up 
with the best plan for them. There are Interventionists who will hold an 
intervention and try to convince your loved one that they need help. 
There are detox centers that provide medical supervision to help them 
through the withdrawal process,
There are Transport Services that will scoop up your resistant loved 
one (under the age of 18 yrs. old) and bring them to the facility you 
have chosen. There are long term Residential Programs (sometimes a 
year and longer) as well as short term programs (30-90 days), there are 
Therapeutic Boarding Schools, Wilderness programs, Extended Living 
and there are Sober Living Housing where they can work, go to meetings 
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To free yourself from self-destructive behavior may feel like a big and 
heavy task. In many ways, life can be stressful. As a result, you may 
have resorted to habits and behavior that does more harm than good 
– and you may feel stuck.
I want you to know that you can get free of self-destructive behavior. 
In this article, I will go through 4 tools you can use to do so. The good 
news is, you’re the one in charge. But, taking the right steps may 
require some reflection. So, be honest with yourself so that you can 
help yourself in the best way possible. And, if you have a good friend 
to help you, use their support on your journey.
What You Need to Know
Tool 1: Recognize Self-Destructive Behavior
What determines self-destructive behavior? Do you have to be 
practicing physical self-harm, abusing different forms of substances, 
or can self-destructive behavior manifest itself in other ways? 
It’s not uncommon to fall into the trap of maintaining self-destructive 
behavior. Many times, a person doesn’t even realize that their 
behavior is only setting them back. Some self-destructive behavior is 
obvious, such as self-harm, while other forms of self-destructivity isn’t 
as clear, such as having a pattern of blaming others for everything. 
It’s vital that you recognize self-destructive behavior in order to 
free yourself from it. Look for warning signs that could indicate that 
you aren’t treating yourself well. You may for example find it in your 
personality traits, qualities and habits. Self-reflection can hurt, but you 
need to bring this behavior to the surface, and deal with it to move on.
What to look for
It’s likely that if you do have self-destructive behavior, it will display 
as a pattern. Start there. For example, you may realize that you tend 
to react to negative events in a specific way. Some realize that they 
react to negative events by eating too much, oversleeping or relying 
on pills. These are useless habits.
Your assignment: ponder over how you deal with challenges in life. 
Note down your reactions, perhaps by thinking about specific past 
events. After noting these down, see if you recognize a pattern.
Use your table below to see if you have patterns of reacting similarly 
to different negative events that put stress on you or give you negative 
feelings. Perhaps you notice that stress usually leads to procrastination, 
and anxiety to overeating. Each individual reacts in different ways.

Situation Thought Feeling Reaction
Unbearable
stress at work

”I can’t  
manage this”

Hopeless,
overwhelmed

Procrastination,
not eating or sleeping

No date for an 
important event

“I’m going to  
look stupid”

Lonely,  
desperate,
jealous

Not eating or
sleeping

Tool 2: Recognize Negative Patterns 
Dig deeper into yourself with questioning statements. You’ll benefit 
from reflecting over your harmful patterns. Below are some thought-
provoking statements designed to help you self-reflect; how you 
identify to each of them may reflect deeper truths about yourself. 
Do you recognize these things in yourself?
1. I find it difficult to say no and to set boundaries in my relationship 

with my friends, family or at work.
2. I tend to want to control everything, knowing that my way is 

probably the best way. Sometimes I even assume control of things 
that aren’t my responsibility.

3. I find it difficult to express my thoughts and feelings to my partner, 
friends, family and others.

4. I always find myself in the same type of hurtful relationships.

If you recognize the statements above in yourself, it’s likely that your 
self-destructive behavior is so ingrained into your daily life that you 
don’t notice it. You probably rarely put yourself first, and in a sense, 
unknowingly, allow others to enable your self-destructive behavior.
Tool 3: Remember Your Rights
One main thing you need to remember is that you are important 
and that you have rights. You don’t need to always put yourself last. 
In fact, remembering to treat yourself well is crucial to maintaining 
physical and mental well-being in the long run. Others will also benefit 
from your mental well-being. When you’re doing well, you’ll treat the 
ones around you in a more loving and caring way.
One way you can break free from self-destructive behavior and 
negative patterns is remembering your rights every day. 
Your assignment: 
Choose 1-2 of the following rights and remind yourself of them every 
day. Act according to these rights, treat yourself and others the way 
your rights allow you to. Do this for one week, then examine how it 
has made you feel.
I have the right to…
• ask for what I want
• say no/say yes
• express my feelings
• live according to my own values
• my own private time and space
• be in an environment that’s not toxic
• be happy
• think about ME, without feeling selfish
Tool 4: Recognize Toxic Relationships
Self-destructive behavior can hide in toxic relationships. I want to be clear 
– if you find yourself in a toxic relationship, the best thing for you may be to 
leave. Because it can be difficult to recognize a toxic relationship, there are 
two exercises you can do to determine the true nature of the relationship.
Exercise 1: A Pros and Cons List
Take a blank piece of paper and divide it into four sections by drawing a line 
down the middle vertically and horizontally. Then, on one side of the paper, 
write the pros of staying in the relationship in one section, and the cons in the 
other section. On the other side of the paper, write down the pros of leaving 
the relationship in one section and the cons of leaving in the other section. 
This helps you explore how you truly feel about the relationship. Try to 
think about the pros and cons both in the short and long run. Will your 
list look the same one or two years from now? 
Exercise 2: The Blank Paper Exercise 
All you need is a blank piece of paper and a pen. On one side, write 
down all the positive things and good qualities that your partner has. 
When finished with the positive side, you write down all the negative 
things with your partner and the relationship that you can come up with 
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Those of us who work in the addiction field will often explain to 
clients battling various addictions, “you need to learn to hold onto 
your emotional pain and move forward despite the distress you 
may experience.” 
But what does it mean to “hold onto your emotional pain”?
Let’s take a look at this example. Tony grew up in a home with 
a father who was an amateur athlete and an older brother who 
excelled in sports. Tony was more academically inclined and did 
not have a passion for sports. This led to Tony receiving a great 
deal of criticism and mocking from his father and brother.
“They were always telling me that I was not good for anything 
and that I should be embarrassed about my inability to throw or 
catch a ball well,” Tony recalls. “It was a constant verbal pounding 
I took from them daily, teasing me for being less of a man. It also 
became where my father only wanted to hang out with my brother, 
and ignored me unless, of course, he was belittling me.”
Tony not only used schoolbooks to escape the mocking of two 
individuals who were supposed to be loving and kind, but he 
also became heavily involved in Internet pornography when he 
was 14.
“I can’t begin to tell you how much I hated being home,” Tony 
continued as he remembered his troublesome childhood. “Just like 
my homework would be a great distraction, so was pornography. 
In watching porn, I felt not only stimulated, but comforted, 
because there was no comfort to be found in my home.”
Through his inner child recovery work, Tony realized that one of 
his core emotional triggers was feeling he was not good enough. 
As an adult, whenever an event would happen that led to Tony 
feeling “not being good enough,” he would find himself knee-deep 
in pornography, to distract himself from the sadness and anxiety.
This trigger would often occur at home when Tony’s wife would 
criticize him for not helping enough around the house. “She says 
that I’m not good for anything and that I would prefer just to lay 
around on weekends,” Tony said as he recalled this occurring 
argument between him and his wife. “And when she starts, I 
lose it and start screaming at her to leave me alone. Doesn’t she 
understand that I work hard to provide for our kids and us, and 
sometimes I’m tired on the weekend?”
Tony’s wife, not intending to, triggers him when she gives him 
the idea he is not a good husband. Because Tony does not know 
how to embrace his emotional anxiety, he lashes out at his wife to 
shut her down. And later, he will soothe himself with pornography 
and masturbation. He doesn’t want to sit and try to process the 
emotional shame that others believe he is not good enough.
In his recovery work, Tony learned his inability to sit with 
emotional pain was a factor in his pornography addiction. 
Therefore, he would need to learn to hold onto his emotional 
torment while dealing with adverse circumstances more positively.
To do this, he needed to understand what it means to “hold onto 
his emotional pain.” 
To help Tony learn to hold onto his pain, he first needed to 
distinguish between the two circumstances that led to his despair.
In the first, his father and brother criticized and mocked him 
with the intent of making him feel bad about himself. They were 
malicious and uncaring with their verbal assaults. Their belittling 
and insulting words were meant to leave scars. They were 
attempting to shame him because of his lack of athletic abilities.
Tony saw the situation with his wife to be similar to that of his dad 
and brother. He believed her words were aimed at intentionally 
hurting him. 
Now, while in both circumstances the same message was 

delivered – “you’re not good enough” – it was done with different 
intentions.
Tony’s situation with his wife is extremely different. At no 
time does she set out to intentionally hurt him. Although her 
approach may not be the most effective way to deal with the 
situation, her hurtful words were based on her own suffering of 
feeling overwhelmed by the workload at home. She was trying 
to get his attention in order to receive comfort from him. She 
did not know she was tapping into one of his core emotional 
triggers, and at no point was she attempting to shame her 
husband. In fact, by not being able to keep up with the house 
on her own, she was dealing with her own shame of feeling like 
a failure as a wife and mother.

Same Message Delivered Different Rationales 
Dad and 
Brother

You’re Not Good Enough Malicious Intent to Harm Him

Tony’s Wife You’re Not Good Enough Based on Her Emotional Pain

Tony was instructed the next time his wife began to complain 
that he was not helping at home, he should immediately make 
himself cognizant of the emotional discomfort -- not being good 
enough – her words were causing him. By making himself aware 
of the pain point, he then could “hold onto it” realizing it had been 
activated. This could allow Tony the opportunity to recognize that 
this circumstance was different than what had occurred with his 
dad and brother.
By sitting with his emotional wound, Tony was able to process 
and determine what he was feeling (not good enough) did 
not match up with the current circumstance. His wife was not 
intentionally attacking him. Instead, she was experiencing her 
own anxiety and emotional distress. With this new insight, 
Tony moved away from being inwardly focused and allowing 
his emotions to trump hers, and instead, developed empathy 
and attentively listened to her concerns. In doing this exercise, 
over time, Tony’s “I’m not good enough” trigger started to 
desensitize. Because he saw his wife in a different light, he 
became more proactive in doing things around the house, 
which led to her anxiety decreasing.
Tony also learned to manage his pornography addiction as the 
relationship with his wife grew closer and more emotionally intimate.
There is great value to be found in learning to hold onto and 
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process emotional pain. But to do so, those struggling with 
addictions must:
1. Slow down when becoming emotionally triggered
2. Become cognizant of the emotional pain point(s)
3. Process the emotional distress being experienced
4. Become outwardly focused to determine the difference 

between their emotions (what they feel) and the facts (what 
is real) 

Without a doubt – holding onto and facing your emotional pain 
– is one of the most challenging aspects of recovery. That being 
said, it is also one of the most effective means to long-term 
sobriety. 
Eddie Capparucci is a licensed professional counselor with a 
private practice in Marietta, GA. He works with men struggling 
with sexual and pornography addictions. Among his many 
clients, Eddie has worked with professional athletes, including 
NFL and MLB players and television personalities. 
He is the creator of the Inner Child Recovery Process (ICRP) 
for the treatment of Sexual and Pornography addiction. This 
unique treatment method helps individuals get to the root issues 
of their addiction and provides them with the tools and insight to 
manage the disorder. It is endorsed by many leaders in the sex 
addiction field. The Inner Child Recovery Process is the subject 
of his new book, Going Deeper: How the Inner Child Impacts 
Your Sexual Addiction. He also is the host of the webcast 
entitled: Getting to the Other Side: Helping Couples Navigate 
the Road to Recovery. 
https://abundantlifecounselingga.com/  https://innerchild-
sexaddiction.com/about-eddie-capparucci 
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As the war against drugs weaponizes criminality and incarceration, 
its censorship weapon continues to repress critical and privileged 
information from the masses. In this article, we will explore how 
rampant censorship has impacted on motion pictures and popular 
music. 
Production Code Administration
Back in the 1930’s, the film industry used the censorship weapon 
to disregard drug use. After the Roman Catholic Church formed the 
National Legion of Decency and threatened to boycott inappropriate 
films, Hollywood established the Production Code Administration 
that, beginning in 1934, banned depiction of drug use. It stated:

Illegal drug traffic must never be presented, because of its evil 
consequences, the drug traffic should not be presented in any 
form. The existence of the trade should not be brought to the 
attention of audiences.

Because of that ban, accurate information about drug use was 
repressed and in the 1930’s, 40’s and 50’s, Americans were largely 
ignorant about the dangers of drug use and addiction. Years later, 
in 1946, the production code became even more repressive: 

The illegal drug traffic must not be portrayed in such a way to 
stimulate curiosity concerning the use of, or traffic in, such drugs; 
nor shall scenes be approved which show the use of illegal drugs, 
or their effects, in detail.

The censorship weapon was challenged after a number of motion 
pictures portrayed drug use through a more realistic lens. Nelson 
Algren’s 1949 novel, The Man with The Golden Arm, approached 
heroin as a serious literary topic, rejecting the popular “dope fiend” 
treatment. Because it dealt with the subject of “narcotics,” the 
Production Code withheld its seal of approval, still, Frank Sinatra, 
playing the role of addict “Johnny Machine,” received an Oscar 
nomination for Best Actor in the 1955 film adaptation. 
Production Code dominance eroded after vigorous antitrust laws 
and expanded First Amendment rights were enacted, and in 1968 
the Motion Picture Association of America began a new rating 
system: G, PG, R or X. 
The Panic in Needle Park
In response to a demanding public, Hollywood answered with 
a cluster of films depicting the harsh realities of drug use. The 
Panic in Needle Park (1971) shot in a moving cinema verte style, 
depicted a tender story of two young lovers trapped in heroin’s 
seductive web. It is believed to have been the first mainstream film 
to graphically show actual drug injection. 
In April 1986, the M.P.A.A. announced that any depiction of drug 
use would receive an automatic PG-13 rating, warning parents that 
“some material may be inappropriate for young children.’”
During the 90’s, several popular films focused on heroin as 
a central theme, demonstrating that the public harbored a 
fascination for heroin’s forbidden culture. A prime example was the 
independent film Pulp Fiction, which cost only $8 million to produce, 
yet grossed almost $110 million in revenue. 
Director Danny Boyle’s Trainspotting took a hard look at Scotland’s 
violent heroin subculture and became one of the decade’s more 
popular genre films, while Traffic became the most commercially 
successful heroin film, winning four Academy Awards.
Filthy Fifteen 
Mary Elizabeth “Tipper” Gore was the second lady of the United 
States (1993 to 2001) and a leading proponent of the censorship 
weapon. Listening to a copy of Prince’s Purple Rain with her 11-year-
old daughter, Gore was offended with the track “Darling Nikki”, which 
included a line about a “sex fiend masturbating with a magazine.” 

Because of that song, Gore co-founded the Parents Music 
Resource Center (PMRC), advocating for advisory labels on album 
covers featuring profane language. The PMRC took an especially 
hard look at popular music and identified fifteen songs as obscene 
due to sexual content, violence or drug use. 
PMRC’s “Filthy Fifteen” included Prince’s “Darling Nikki,” Sheena 
Easton’s “Sugar Walls,” Judas Priest’s “Eat Me Alive,” Vanity’s 
“Strap On Robbie Baby,” Motley Crue’s “Bastard,” AC/DC’s “Let 
Me Put My Love Into You,” and Twisted Sister’s “We’re Not Gonna 
Take It.” 
The remaining songs were Madonna’s “Dress You Up,” WASP’s 
“Animal (F—k Like A Beast”), Def Leppard’s “High ‘n’ Dry,” Mercyful 
Fate’s “Into The Coven,” Black Sabbath’s “Trashed,” Mary Jane 
Girl’s “In My House,” Venom’s “Possessed,” and Cyndi Lauper’s 
“She Bop.” 
In 1985, the Senate’s Committee on Commerce, Science and 
Transportation held a hearing on the proposed labels. After the 
PMRC presented their case, Frank Zappa, Twisted Sister’s Dee 
Snider and John Denver testified.  Zappa said, “If it looks like 
censorship and it smells like censorship, it is censorship, no matter 
whose wife is talking about it,” referring to Al Gore’s wife. Snider 
argued that it was a straightforward infringement of civil liberties 
and John Denver equated the censorship to Nazi book burnings in 
the 1940s.
While Gore’s campaign scored points with community PTA’s, 
those warning stickers attracted potential consumers. Motley 
Crue’s Vince Neil said years later: “Once you put that sticker on, 
that parental-warning sticker, that album took off. Those kids 
wanted it even more.” 
Although Frank Zappa was recognized as a highly accomplished 
musician, perhaps his greatest achievement was to advocate for 
free speech in popular music. He intelligently debated prominent 
conservative voices such as John Lofton, columnist for the 
Washington Times and Tipper Gore. But during his statement to 
the Senate’s Committee, Zappa sidestepped pop music advocacy, 
embracing a wider message:

Children in the vulnerable age bracket have a natural love for 
music. If, as a parent, you believe they should be exposed to 
something more uplifting than ‘Sugar Walls,’ support Music 
Appreciation programs in schools. Music Appreciation costs very 
little compared to sports expenditures. Your children have a right 
to know that something besides pop music exists.

Zappa’s words went unheeded and as result of the PMRC, albums 
were required to include warning labels and by August 1985, 
nineteen record companies agreed to place “Parental Guidance: 
Explicit Lyrics” labels on certain albums. The PMRC even devised 
its own “porn rock” rating system, with an “X” for profane or sexually 
explicit lyrics, “O” for occult references, “D/A” for lyrics about drugs 
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Naturally, children are extremely perceptive and intuitive creatures. 
Unbeknownst to many parents, children are highly in tuned with 
their familial environment and their personal surroundings. They 
are observing every verbal and nonverbal communication that we 
are uttering. They are aware of our faults, our limitations, and our 
weaknesses. They are equally aware of our strengths, resiliency 
and our personal fortitude. 
For a majority of parents, it is seldom easy or comfortable to speak 
of one’s personal failures and vulnerabilities. While many parents 
teach their children that we have all made mistakes; it is those 
avoidable mistakes that are often the most difficult to discuss. 
WHAT IS YOUR MOTIVATION? 
Have you ever felt compelled to share a personal life lesson, but 
you had no idea where to start? Before you share your personal 
life lesson, it is important to ask yourself the following: What is my 
motivation? Why do I feel compelled to share this particular life 
lesson? What good may come of sharing it? 
SERVE AS A WARNING 
Parents often feel compelled to share life lessons to serve as a 
warning. It is often driven by personal fear or angst that their child 
may be going down a wayward street. In relationship to addiction, 
there are many fears associated with being a recovering addict. 
Parents may fear glorifying or romanticizing their addiction. On 
the other hand, there may be fears associated with shame and 
blame associated with the parents’ addictive past. Either way, it is 
important that parents recognize that the life lesson is simply that; a 
life lesson and not an indication of his or her personal worth. 
PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY 
Learning to accept personal responsibility is probably one of the 
most humbling of experiences. Unfortunately, it is not always a 
lesson taught by parents or other adult role models. In fact, many 
adults look to shift blame, place shame or altogether avoid personal 
responsibility. Personal responsibility takes personal self-awareness, 
insight and integrity. It is through such qualities that we are capable 
of being completely honest and transparent with ourselves. Personal 
responsibility occurs when we accept the ownership of an event or a 
circumstance that has occurred within our lives. 
Notably, personal responsibility does not mean that we have to be an 
open book, or announce our mistakes over a loud speaker. Rather, 
personal responsibility is simply taking ownership of events and 
circumstances that we have ownership or a relationship with. As a 
clinician, I have had patients who felt that personal responsibility 
meant that they had to be completely transparent with everyone that 
they met. It is important to understand that we do not have to live 
a life that is guarded, nor do we have to be completely revealing. 
When you accept personal responsibility, it is an indication that you 
have nothing to hide; be embarrassed or ashamed by; and that 
you are willing to accept your role in this game called life. Personal 
responsibility can prove a liberating experience. 
BE COMPASSIONATE 
When we are capable of showing self-compassion, we are living 
a life that is based on principles of being unconditional. Living a 
life that is unconditional means that we accept, approve, admire, 
forgive, trust, and we have learned to love our own person. We 
can only teach what we know. If we do not have a personal 
relationship with being unconditional, then we are incapable of 
teaching such messages to others. As far as children go, they 
know whether or not you are living a life centered on the principle 
of being unconditional. An unconditional life literally means that 
you have placed no conditions on your person. You have placed 

no restrictions or limitations on your worthiness and ability to be 
completely approved. It is not to say that you will always “like” the 
deeds that occur in your life, but it is saying that you have resisted 
placing conditions on your worthiness and acceptability. We should 
look beyond the fears of being rejected or humiliated. If we make 
mistakes, we need to accept our personal responsibility and learn 
to move beyond those errors in life. When we live a compassionate 
life, we are striving to live a life that is unconditional.
BEING UNCONDITIONAL 
At the end of the day, the ultimate life lesson for your child should be 
that there is absolutely nothing they do that will cause you to stop 
loving them. Your child should never fear being rejected, abandoned, 
or discarded. While you may not like or endorse the deeds or actions 
of your child; you should always be willing to embrace your child with 
open arms. The greatest life lesson for a child should be, that our 
worthiness is neither based on the good or bad that we commit; it is 
not based on our successes or our failures; that who we really are, 
is an individual who is much deeper than the choices that we make 
in this life. For every person is bound to make mistakes and errors in 
life. It is not to justify mistakes or errors, rather it is to say that my love 
for another is not based on an individual’s successes or failures. For 
our children should always feel that there are no conditions placed on 
their love or worthiness. 
Dr. Asa Don Brown is a prolific author, an engaging speaker, 
human rights advocate, and clinical psychologist. He serves as first 
responder in New York and he has held university faculty positions 
teaching incoming freshmen to those completing their graduate 
work. www.asadonbrown.com

PARENTAL LIFE LESSONS
By Dr. Asa Don Brown, Ph.D., C.C.C., D.N.C.C.M., F.A.A.E.T.S.

and alcohol, and “V” for violent content. 
Despite the censorship weapon, constructed within the music and 
motion picture industries, consumers remain fascinated about the 
drug subculture and support artforms exploring those forbidden 
themes. Censorship is wrong. It deprives us of the power of 
knowledge, and knowledge, as we all know, is power. 
Maxim W. Furek has a rich background that includes aspects of 
psychology, addictions, mental health and music journalism. His 
book The Death Proclamation of Generation X: A Self-Fulfilling 
Prophesy of Goth, Grunge and Heroin explores the dark marriage 
between grunge music and the beginning of the opioid crisis. 
jungle@epix.net

THE DRUG WAR’S CENSORSHIP WEAPON
By Maxim W. Furek, MA, CADC, ICADC
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Lost sometimes amidst the opioid epidemic dominated news over 
the last several years, we note the steady increase in deaths 
related to alcohol and the rise in psychosis among cannabis 
users. The Center for Disease Control and Prevention estimates 
that 88,000 people a year die of alcohol-related causes, more 
than twice the annual death toll of opiate overdose. Recently 
published study connects the use of marijuana to a rise in 
psychosis. These are both serious health and societal concerns 
which do not lend themselves to easy remedies. 
A study published in JAMA Psychiatry recently indicated that 
the rate of alcohol use disorder, or what’s colloquially known as 
“alcoholism,” rose by a shocking 49 percent in the first decade 
of the 2000’s. One in eight American adults, or 12.7 percent of 
the U.S. population, now meets diagnostic criteria for alcohol 
use disorder, according to the study. SAMSHA indicates that 
176,000,000 Americans regularly use alcohol and that 10% of 
regular users develop an alcohol use disorder. 
The authors of the article in JAMA Psychiatry characterized 
the findings as a serious and overlooked public health crisis, 
noting that alcoholism is a significant driver of mortality from 
an assortment of ailments: “fetal alcohol spectrum disorders, 
hypertension, cardiovascular diseases, stroke, liver cirrhosis, 
several types of cancer and infections, pancreatitis, type 2 
diabetes, and various injuries.”
Dr. Judy Grisel in a recent article (Can We All Just Chill Out 
On Cannabis – Not Yet, The Guardian, 2019) wrote: “Addiction 
and psychosis are similar in that they are the result of biological 
vulnerability combined with a stressful environment. Some are 
more predisposed than others, and this should provoke ethical 
and moral obligation – particularly from those of us who are 
not at risk – to protect the unlucky ones for whom the use of 
cannabis may be permanently detrimental.”
Amidst the torrent of mainstream media and commentators giving 
their blessing to the legalization of recreational marijuana across 
the United States, a new study in the Lancet Psychiatry journal 
has attempted to shed light on the relationship between cannabis 
and psychosis. The authors assessed symptoms such as trouble 
telling the difference between real and unreal experiences, 
having false ideas about what is taking place or who one is, 
nonsense speech, lack of emotion and social withdrawal – all core 
features of the debilitating disorder schizophrenia. Replicating 
and extending earlier studies, the authors were able to connect 
cannabis use to increased risk for psychosis.
Every treatment professional with whom I have spoken has 
several cases of young people who manifest these symptoms. 
Cannabis is not the harmless substance the media might have us 
believe especially to teens and young adults and even more so to 
those with some predisposition to psychosis. I have had a far too 
alarming rate of cases of psychoses involving substances.
The need for legal intervention to get help for family members, 
friends and associates from the bondage of alcoholism and drug 
induced psychosis cannot be overstated. As Dr. Grisel wrote: “and 
this should provoke ethical and moral obligation – particularly from 
those of us who are not at risk – to protect the unlucky ones for 
whom the use of cannabis may be permanently detrimental.” One 
can substitute alcohol or other substances for cannabis. 
Families, therapists, treatment professionals, clinicians, 
technicians and interested people need to know all the tools 
at their disposal to get assistance to the substance impaired 
individual. The State of Florida has a history of being proactive 
in some instances in terms of getting help to substance impaired 
individuals which are especially needed at this time in our state. 

In 1993, Florida enacted the Hal S. Marchman Act, the first law 
of its kind in the country to get substance abusers into treatment 
via the courts. The Act is named for the Reverend Hal Marchman 
who devoted his life to assisting people suffering from substance 
use disorders. Many treatment professionals around the country 
bemoan the lack of such a law in their home states. The good 
news however is that one need not be a resident of Florida to 
have this Act apply; the individual simply needs to be present 
in the State of Florida for any reason and for any length of time. 
Many interventionists and out of state therapists encourage 
their families to get their loved ones to Florida for the sake of 
obtaining a court order for treatment. 
Many studies done by well credentialed institutes including 
UCLA and the National Institute of Mental health demonstrate 
that court sanctioned treatment is more effective than treatment 
which is not court ordered. The Marchman Act provides leverage 
to the family of the alcoholic/addict to stop the destructive 
behavior and require that the individual go to treatment for 
a significant period of time or be held in contempt of court 
and quite possibly go to jail for violating the court’s order for 
treatment. Not surprisingly, most folks would prefer the more 
comfortable environment of a treatment facility to that of a jail 
cell. And in almost all instances, the mere threat of jail is enough 
to keep an individual in treatment. Very few cases ever result 
in actual incarceration. However, it is excellent leverage to the 
individual. Our courts are well equipped to deal with these cases 
and want people to get help. 
The increase in alcohol related deaths and the rise in psychosis 
related to cannabis use among young people require that we use 
every means at our disposal. The Marchman Act gives us a very 
effective tool. 
Joe Considine has practiced law in South Florida since 1983. 
His practice is limited to Family Law and Addiction related Law 
including the Marchman Act. Joe has handled more than 2,000 
litigation cases in his career, appearing in courts throughout 
Florida. Joe works with families whose loved ones have 
substance abuse and mental health problems as an attorney. He 
lectures throughout Florida on Family Law matter and substance 
abuse related issues. www.joeconsidinelaw.com  
561-655-808  joe@joeconsidinelaw.com
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4 TOOLS TO BREAK FREE FROM SELF-DESTRUCTIVE BEHAVIOR
By Carina Bang

Continued from page 4

on the other side. Also write down how each thing has affected you.
The point of this is to understand that while there are positive sides to 
the relationship, there are also negative sides. And, you can’t have the 
positives without the negatives. While some days you may only see the 
positive sides, know that the negative sides are always there and will 
always be there if the person doesn´t do major changes. Staying in a 
relationship means that you’ll always have both sides – is it worth it?
In Conclusion
Breaking free from self-destructive behavior may be difficult, but not 
impossible. First, learn to identify it, recognize the patterns in yourself 
and be honest about them. Self-destructive behavior may present 
itself where you least expect it, so be diligent in your self-examination.
Use the tables and exercises in this article to explore your own 
emotions and reactions. Remember to always care for yourself first, 
otherwise you cannot care for others. 

If you need help to free yourself from a toxic relationship where your 
partner is abusing alcohol or drugs, know that there are resources out 
there that can help you. “Hope in a World of Addiction” is a practical 
guide for friends and family of substance abusers. It is a manual for 
those who want to live up to their potential, reach their goals and be 
free from the negative effects of a toxic relationship. 
Carina Bang is originally a behavioural scientist and certified CRAFT 
therapist with over 10 years of experience with family members and 
relatives of people with dependency problems, such as drugs or drinking. 
She has extensive experience in motivating people with substance abuse 
problems to change and support families in coping with the situation.
Carina has also written the self-help book Hope in Addiction because 
she is convinced that it is time to put family members and their health 
in focus. Everybody in the family will benefit from this.
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1797896393/
ref=sr_1_6?keywords=carina+bang&qid=1576983158&sr=8-6 
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